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Abstract

The increased volumes of Arabic sources of data available on the Web has boosted the development of Natural Language Processing
(NLP) tools over different tasks and applications. However, to take advantage from a vast amount of these applications, a prior
segmentation task call Sentence Boundary Detection (SBD) is needed. In this paper we focus on SBD over Modern Standard Arabic
(MSA) by comparing two different approaches based on Deep Neural Networks (DNN) using out-of-domain and in-domain training
data with only lexical features (represented as character embedding) while conducting two scenarios based on a Convolutional
Neural Network and a Recurrent Neural Network with attention mechanism architectures. While tuning a big out-of-domain dataset
with a smaller in-domain dataset, improves the performance in general. Our evaluations were based on IWSLT 2017 TED talks
transcripts and showed similarities and differences depending of the SBD method. MSA carries certain complications given its
rich and complex morphology. However, using only lexical features for Arabic SBD is an acceptable option when the source audio
signal is not available and a certain level of language independence needs to be reached.

Keywords: Sentence Boundary Detection; Speech-to-Text; Transcription; Modern Standard Arabic; Deep Neural Networks

1. Introduction

Arabic language is known to be challenging given its complex linguistic structure [3] and dialect variations [14].
However, the development of Arabic Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools has increased these last years, creating
a large set of state-of-the-art applications including POS taggers, syntactic parsers, information retrieval, machine
translation, automatic speech recognition and synthesis systems [9, 17]. Some NLP libraries and tools like Python
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NLTK1, OpenNLP2 [5], UIMA3 [10], LIMA4 and NooJ5 [26], which were originally created for non Arabic texts now
include Arabic extensions. By contrast, other libraries have been developed exclusively for Arabic.

Althobaiti et al. developed AraNLP [2], which is focused on Arabic preprocessing. This library contains some tools
covering tokenization, stemming, POS tagging, sentence detection, word segmentation, normalization and punctua-
tion/diacritic deletion.

MADAMIRA6, developed by Pasha et al., is an toolkit which combines two previous Arabic NLP systems:
MADA[13] and AMIRA[7]. It provides the following NLP tools for Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) and the Egyptian
dialect: lemmatization, diacritization, glossing, POS tagging, morphological analysis, morphological disambiguation,
stemming, tokenization, base phrase chunking, name entity recognition and word-level disambiguation [23].

The Software Architecture For Arabic language pRocessing (SAFAR) [27] is a framework developed by Souteh
et al. that aims to gather developed Arabic NLP tools within a single homogeneous architecture and create new
ones if necessary. Implemented tools within SAFAR include morphological analyzers, stemmers, syntactic parsers,
normalizers, tokenizers, sentence splitters, transliteration tools and question answering applications.

Works have also been made regarding unstructured and noisy Arabic texts, found in social media datasets like
microblogs and tweets. Added to the common difficulties of working with structured Arabic texts, Arabic tweets carry
other problems like high degree of ambiguity, spelling mistakes, etc. Mallek et al. [20] implemented a phrase-based
statistical machine translation system from MSA tweets into English. They conclude that a preprocessing step for this
kind of noisy texts is very useful to improve the translation results. El-Masri et al. [8] presented a sentiment analysis
tool over Arabic tweets using a Naive Bayes learning approach. Their model detects the polarity of a group of tweet
classifying it in four possible classes: positive, negative, both and neutral.

Access to Internet multimedia platforms nowadays available like Youtube7, TED8 and Dailymotion9 opens a new
universe for Arabic NLP tools. Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems can be used to transcribe multimedia
content ASR aims to transform spoken data into a written representation, thus enabling natural human-machine in-
teraction with further NLP tasks [31]. Performance of ASR systems for MSA has improve in the last years given the
amount of data available for training and testing this systems. Tomashenko et al. [28] trained a Deep Neural Network
(DNN) with Gaussian Mixture Models derived features and time-delay neural networks for acoustic models over 1128
hours of MSA broadcast speech and 110 million words, reporting a WER of 23%. Menacer et al. [21] developed an
ASR system for MSA based on the Kaldi toolkit10 [25], where recognition is achieved using a DNN Hidden Markov
model over 63 hours of spoken transcribed data and 1000 million words from the Arabic Gigaword Corpus. They
reported a result of 14.42% in terms of WER.

Despite the good performance of modern ASR systems, transcripts do not carry syntactic information as sentence
boundaries, which is a major problem for further NLP tasks like POS tagging, automatic text summarization [29],
machine translation and sentiment analysis among others. In this paper we address the Sentence Boundary Detection
(SBD) task over MSA transcripts to automatically predict or restore the boundaries over transcripts.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present an overview of related work concerning SBD.
The experimental setup is introduced in Section 3. Experiments and results are addressed in Section 4. In Section 5
Discussion over the methods and difficulties are presented. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

1 https://www.nltk.org/
2 https://opennlp.apache.org/
3 https://uima.apache.org/
4 https://github.com/aymara/lima/wiki
5 http://www.nooj-association.org/
6 https://camel.abudhabi.nyu.edu/madamira/
7 https://www.youtube.com/
8 https://www.ted.com/
9 https://www.dailymotion.com/fr

10 http://kaldi-asr.org/
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2. Sentence Boundary Detection for MSA

Sentence Boundary Detection (SBD) is of vital importance given that in general, ASR systems focus on obtaining the
correct sequence of transcribed words with almost no concern of the overall structure of the document, thus lacking
of syntactic information [12].

A big complication of segmenting a transcript is the flurry definition of sentence in spoken language. In standard
conversations or in simpler scenarios like a monologue, ideas are organized very differently compared to written
language. Added to this, Arabic carries other difficulties like word ambiguity, structural ambiguity, lack of punctuation
marks, use of connective words and agglutination [15].

To our knowledge no much work has been developed over Arabic SBD. The Arabic Texts Segmentation System
or STAr (by its acronym in French), created by Belguith et al. [15] is a text segmentation system for Arabic based
on a set of rules created from the contextual analysis of punctuation marks and a list of particles which play the role
of sentence boundaries. Segmentation consists on the disambiguation of sentence boundaries and paragraphs. Even
though they did not report any experiment with transcripts, while it is possible to apply the method over this type of
data.

Zribi et al. [32] presented three methods for the detection of sentence boundaries in transcribed Tunisian Arabic
using lexical and prosodic features. The first method is composed of two sets of handmade rules: 1) based on oral
specific lexical items and prosodic features and 2) based on connectors, personal and relative pronouns, verbs, etc.
The second method corresponds to a statistical method based on a decision tree algorithm. It classifies a word into
four different classes: 1) first word of a sentence, 2) word within a sentence, 3) last word of a sentence and 4) one
word sentence. The third method combines the previous two in an hybrid framework.

3. Methodology

3.1. Datasets

One of the objectives of the current research is to analyze the impact of cross-domain datasets during the evalua-
tion phase of SBD. The first dataset (TED) corresponds to the Multilingual Task 2017 proposed by The International
Workshop on Spoken Language Translation (IWSLT)11. It consists of 122 TED talks12 manually transcribed contain-
ing 168,354 words. The second dataset (GW) is the Arabic Gigaword13, which gathers a series of different Arabic
news wires containing around 938M words (after XML extraction). We used a sample of 70,261,169 words which
corresponds to the Asharq Al-Awsat (aaw arb) news wire.

As for the preprocessing, we applied a normalization and tokenization process over both datasets. During the
normalization phase, all punctuation marks (� ? � ! � , � . : ;) were mapped to a common boundary symbol, which
corresponds to the ”BOUNDARY” class. Based on the experiments performed by Alotaiby et al. [1], where they ob-
served that a big lexicon could be reduced about 24.54%, we used the MADAMIRA toolkit to perform a tokenization
over both datasets to reduce the dimensionality. The following proclitics and enclitics were separated, generating two
or more tokens depending of the amount of clitics within the word:

�
��
� � �� � ��� � �

�
�� �

�
� � ��� � �� � �

�
�� � �

�

�
� �  � �

�
� � � 
 � 	� � � �

�
� � � � �

The final size of the datasets after normalization and tokenization as well as the training, validation and testing
distribution can be observed in Table 1. We opted to omit the validation set for TED given its reduced size.

11 http://workshop2017.iwslt.org/
12 https://www.ted.com/talks?language=en
13 https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2011T11
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It is important to remark the class distribution disparity. Given the nature of the dataset, where sentence bound-
aries are much less frequent that nonsentence boundaries, the ”BOUNDARY” class oscillates between 6.185% and
9.981% (Table 2). Liu et al. developed a wide study [19] addressing this disparity behavior with techniques like down-
sampling, oversampling and replication in a Hidden Markov Model framework. They concluded that depending on
the evaluation metric and posterior processing, resampling may or not be useful. Table 1 and 2 show some statistics
on the dataset as well as the classes distributions over these datasets.

Table 1. Size and distribution of datasets.

Dataset train valid test Total

GW 73,608,328 21,030,957 10,515,477 105,154,762
TED 183,314 — 50,881 1942,378

Table 2. Class distribution in percentage (%) over datasets.

GW TED
Class train valid test train test

BOUNDARY 6.185 6.519 6.663 9.981 9.699
NO BOUNDARY 93.815 93.481 93.337 90.019 90.301

3.2. Character embeddings

Word representation is an important topic to consider specially for morphology rich languages like Arabic. Common
embedding strategies like Word2vec [22] or Glove [24] do not consider the internal structure of words, which is
a limitation for morphology rich languages. FastText14, proposed by Bojanowski et al. [6], is a word embedding
representation where a vector is associated to each n-gram character; therefore, words are represented as the sum of
their character vectors.

We opted for FastText vectors to represent our datasets and conduct our experiments given its advantages con-
cerning morphology rich languages. We performed a 300 dimension vector induction with the complete GW dataset
obtaining 102,248 vectors.

3.3. The Proposed Methods

We are interested in comparing addressed Arabic SBD with two different Neural Network approaches, CNN and
RNN.

3.3.1. CNN (SBDConv)

For this method we took into consideration the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) models proposed by González-
Gallardo et al. [11] for French SBD. CNN are a type of DNN in which certain hidden layers behave like filters that
share their parameters across space. At the last part of the CNN, a set of fully connected layers choose within a set of
possible outputs the most probable one. The input layer of a CNN is represented by a m× n matrix where each cell ci j

may correspond to an image’s pixel in image processing. For our purpose this matrix represents the relation between
a window of m words and their corresponding n dimensional FastText vectors.

The hidden layers inside both CNNs consist of an arrange of convolutional, pooling and fully connected layers
blocks. We consider two convolutional layers, with valid padding and stride value of one. The first layer has a 3-shape

14 https://fasttext.cc/
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kernel and 32 output filters while the second has a 2-shape kernel and 64 output filters. To downsample and centralize
the attention of the CNN in the middle word of the window, a max pooling layer with 2x3-shape kernel and stride
of 1x3 is implemented. The final part of the CNN is formed by 3 fully connected layers with 2048, 4096 and 2048
neurons each and a dropout layer attached to the last layer. RELU activation functions are used to remove linearity of
all convolutional, max pooling and fully connected layers.

3.3.2. LSTM (SBDLS T M)

Inspired by [18, 30], our second model follows a sequence-to-sequence paradigm using the attention mechanism to
verify which words of a sentence c represent a sentence boundary (Figure 1). The words in a sentence c are represented
by their FastText embedding. Then, a first LSTM encodes this sentence [16] and a second LSTM with attention
mechanism generates the sequence of labels that determine the sentence boundary. The attention mechanism decides
which input region to focus in order to generate the next output [4]. LSTM with attention mechanism is composed of
input it, control state ct and memory state mt that are updated at time step t (Equations 2-7).

ct = [wet, ct] (1)

it = sigm(W1xt +W2ht−1) (2)

i′t = tanh(W3xt +W4ht−1) (3)

ft = sigm(W5xt +W6ht−1) (4)

ot = sigm(W7xt +W8ht−1) (5)

mt = mt−1 � ft + it � i′t (6)

ht = mt � ot (7)

where the operator � denotes element-wise multiplication, wet is the FastText embedding of the word at the time step
t, ct is the context vector, the matrices W1,W2, ...,W8 and the vector h0 are the parameters of the model, and all the
non-linearities are computed element-wise. The context vector ct at time t is calculated as a sum of all hidden states
of the encoder weight:

ct =

T∑
j=1

αt j · h j
E (8)

rt j = vT
α tanh(Wαht−1 + Uαh

j
E) (9)

αt j = softmax(rt j) (10)

the probability αt j represents the importance of each hidden state of the encoder h j
E in the prediction of the current

state ht.

4. Experiments and Evaluations

We conducted two experimental scenarios for SBD over MSA using the neural models described in Section 3.3. Lex-
ical features for both DNN models correspond to the FastText character embeddings described in Section 3.2. Vectors
of OOV words from the embedding model are generated from the word’s n-grams vectors, eliminating unknown
vectors.

The performance is measured as a binary classification task, where the ”BOUNDARY” (BOUND) class corre-
sponds to the words followed by a punctuation mark, while the ”NO BOUNDARY” (NO BOUND) class corresponds
to those words not followed by a punctuation mark. Given the unbalanced nature of the dataset, a global metric like
Accuracy is likely to be biased by the larger class; thus we also compute Precision, Recall and F1 for each class.
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Fig. 1. The words are represented by the word embedding representations. The attention mechanism improves the decode processing. The output
layer is composed of by 0 or 1.

4.1. Scenario 1

With this first scenario (S1) we wanted to observe the impact of applying a SBD model trained with a big dataset
collected from written sources over a spoken source dataset. We first conducted training, validation and test on both
SBDConv and SBDLS T M systems with GWtrain,valid,test for 3 and 7 epochs respectively. Number of epochs were dynam-
ically decided with GWvalid before overfitting. Then, we used TEDtest for evaluating the performance of the trained
models over an out-of-domain dataset.

Results for this scenario are shown in Table 3. The high Accuracy (0.963) of SBDConv over the GigaWord test
dataset (SBDConv(GW)) may give an erroneous idea of the model performance. This behavior repeats over the rest of the
models. The model is really good predicting the NO BOUND class a F1 of 0.980. It is important to note almost 40%
drop in Recall between both classes, which reflects model’s difficulties to retrieve the corresponding instances of the
BOUND class. In most values, SBDLS T M(GW) show a similar performance than SBDConv(GW). The difference concerns
the BOUND class Recall (0.327) is 46.57% smaller.

Evaluation of SBDConv over TEDtest (SBDConv(T ED)) shows a interesting behaviour when compared to SBDConv(GW).
Difference in Precision for both classes, as well as the NO BOUND class in Recall is very small compared to the
Recall BOUND class, which falls about 23.04%. Concerning SBDLS T M for the same test dataset (SBDConv(T ED)), the
biggest drop in performance also corresponds to the Recall BOUND class, where the difference between them is about
35.47%.

Table 3. S1 results over GW and TED evaluation datasets.

Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1
NO BOUND BOUND NO BOUND BOUND NO BOUND BOUND

SBDConv(GW) 0.963 0.972 0.797 0.989 0.612 0.980 0.684
SBDLS T M(GW) 0.947 0.954 0.729 0.991 0.327 0.972 0.451

SBDConv(T ED) 0.934 0.945 0.752 0.983 0.471 0.964 0.579
SBDLS T M(T ED) 0.914 0.921 0.673 0.989 0.211 0.954 0.321

4.2. Scenario 2

The objective of the second scenario (S2) is to measure the effect of adding a small in-domain spoken dataset over
the models trained on S1. For this scenario we continued training SBDConv and SBDLS T M systems with TEDtrain.
TED dataset size is very small for NN training strategies to consider the creation of a validation set. For this reason,
GWvalid was used during validation phase and epoch control for both systems. The reduced size of TEDtrain lead to a
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fast overfitting behaviour, SBDConv was trained only for one epoch while X for SBDLS T M . Evaluation was performed
over the same dataset of S1 (TEDtest).

Table 4 shows the results for S2. As in S1, accuracy values are very high given the class unbalanced. Concerning
SBDConv(T ED), Precision and Recall for the NO BOUND class is almost the same with just a small difference of 0.005.
Continue training SBDConv with TEDtrain seems to have a negative impact over the BOUND class Precision (0.687),
which is 8.25% lower than in S1. However, BOUND class Recall improves 39.1%. SBDLS T M(T ED) show a similar
behavior than SBDConv(T ED), a slight improvement for the BOUND class Recall is present but a decrease for Pecision
is present.

Table 4. S2 results over TED evaluation dataset.

Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1
NO BOUND BOUND NO BOUND BOUND NO BOUND BOUND

SBDConv(T ED) 0.938 0.963 0.687 0.968 0.655 0.966 0.671
SBDLS T M(T ED) 0.911 0.925 0.597 0.981 0.264 0.952 0.366

5. Discussion

Results for S 1 and S 2 show that unbalanced classes distribution seem to impact SBDConv and SBDLS T M in a similar
degree even both methods follow very different learning techniques. SBDConv focus its attention on analyzing the
words contained in a fixed-sized window, making the boundary prediction independent of the actual position within
the transcript. Neverless, this advantage is also a drawback for potentially long sentences given that the method is not
able to analyze long contexts.

By contrast, the SBDLS T M is characterized by the analysis of a sequence of words to propose the sentence boundary
of this sequence. This approach works best when it analyzes a sequence of words at the beginning of sentences.
However, our approach analyzes word sequences that can start in the middle or at the end of sentences, which reduces
the performance of predicting sentence boundaries. In addition, long and complex sentences are a challenge to code
all the information and to generate a correct sentence boundary for this kind of sentences.

6. Conclusion

In this paper we have studied the impact of using cross-domain datasets during the evaluation phase of two Sentence
Boundary Detection systems over Modern Standard Arabic. The obtained results show that tuning a model that was
originally trained with a big out-of-domain dataset with small in-domain dataset, in general, improves its performance.

Both methods presented a similar behavior when the spoken language evaluation dataset was used. This may lead
to think that spoken MSA maintain the same linguistic structures around SUs than written MSA, but also contains
some constructions that written language does not contain.

Our method based on LSTM showed to be less effective compared to the one based on CNNs. We think that letting
the method to learn from more epochs will help to at least equal the performance.

As future work we will optimize the training parameters of both methods and increment the number of classes to
have the possibility of different boundary types. Also, a hybrid system using bi-LSTM and CNN that will combine
the advantages of each method, is among our future research directions.
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